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ABSTRACT 
For a given pair (A,b)eWnX” XIR”” such that A is cyclic and b is a cyclic 
generator (with respect to A) of W “x1, it is shown that for every nonnegative integer 
m we can find a nonnegative integer t and a sequence ($)&a, fi E R i xn, so that all 
the zeros of the rational function det P(z), where P(Z) = ZI - A - X~=o~m(mcj)b~, lie 
in the open unit disc in the complex plane. The result is directly applicable to a 
stabilizability problem for linear systems with a time delay in control action. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Let a pair (A, b)ERnX” XIWnxl be given, A be cyclic, and b be a cyclic 
generator (with respect to A) of Rnx ‘, i.e., rank[b, Ab, . . . , A”- ‘b] = n. The 
problem considered is as follows: 
PROBLEM A. For a given m E No A N U {0}, find t E N,, and a sequence 
(fi);=o, fi’ RIX”, so that a.II the zeros of the rational function 
zI- A- i z-(m+j)bfj 
j=O I 
lie in the open unit disc in the complex plane. 
The problem defined above is motivated by a (feedback) stabilizability 
question which is described in the last section of the paper. 
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Without loss of generality we shall assume that 
0 1 0 ‘.. 0 
0 0 1 ... 0 
A= : : : . > 
(j ;, (j . . . ; 
a, a2 a3 ..- a, 
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b= 
Let P(~)~-Z-A-Cti_,z-(~+j)bfi and jj~[[fji,fjz,...,fjn], j=O,l,..., t. 
Letd,EIW[z-‘I, wherek=1,2,...,n, begivenbytheformula 
6, = d&l) 2% Uk + i (Z-l)“+if;k. 
j=O 
We have 
P(z)= 
i 0 .z -1 x -1 0 
. 
0 6 0 
- c?i - 6, -(z, 
. . 0 0 
. . 0 0 
. . z -‘I 
. . - cz,-, 2 - 6, 
Standard calculations justify the following equality: 
p(z)=z”-[IIcz1(z-l)+ti2(z-l)+ .-. +PCZn(z-I)], 
where p(z) g det P(z) is a rational function of z. Observe that p(z) A 
zm+$(z) is a polynomial with respect to 2, i.e., jT(z)E R[z]. It is easy to see 
that all the zeros of the rational function p(z) lie in the open unit disc in the 
complex plane if and only if all the zeros of the polynomial j?(z) are in the 
same disc. 
In the next section we shall show that 
fqz) = Z”+t+m - [p&>-t P,(z)], 
wherep,(z),p,(z)ER[z], degp,(z)< n + t - 1, pi(z)= znitpl(z) for some 
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p,(z)~R[n], degp,(z)<m-1. Moreover, if rn~N, we have pi(x)= 
+ za _m+s + * *. + zm-+z whereas all coefficients of p,,(x) can be 
%osIi ‘arbitrky by an appropriatl ‘selection of { j&, , jj E W ’ ’ “. Accord- 
ingly, we formulate the following: 
PROBLEM B. For given numbers n E IV, m E NO and a polynomial pl( z) 
E W[ x] such that deg pl( n) Q m - 1, find t E N, and a polynomial pO( z) E 
R[ z], deg pO( z) G n + t - 1, so that all the zeros of the polynomial 
lie in the open unit disc in the complex plane. 
The problem as above is obviously equivalent to the original one, so 
instead of Problem A we shall only consider Problem B. In the next section 
we shall make use of Newton’s formulae relating coefficients of a given 
polynomial to sums of the rth powers of its zeros in order to show the last 
problem can be reduced to the following: 
PROBLEM C. For given numbers n E N, m E No, given a sequence 
{ w,)y= 1 of m real numbers, find t E N c and a symmetric (with respect to the 
real axis) sequence S of n + m + t complex numbers, S = (sj}yJ1m+t, so that all 
sj he in the open unit disc in the complex plane and for all r = 1,2,. . . , m the 
equality 
n+m+t 
c sj=w, 
j=l 
holds. 
In Section 3, the device of complete induction with respect to the number 
m E N, will be of use for a proof that we can always find a desired sequence 
S with the properties defined by Problem C. In this way we can find a solution 
of Problem C, which means that Problem B and OUT original Problem A have 
solutions. 
The paper is concluded with Section 4, where an application of the theory 
to the stabilizability problem for a linear system with a delayed control action 
will be given. 
It is reasonable to say that Problems A and B are spectral-synthesis 
problems. 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let j?(z) E Iw [ z] be defined as in the previous section. Hence 
p(z)% ““p(z) = z m+t{zn- [CZ,(z-1)+ti&‘)+ . . . +z9i,(z-I)]}, 
where, for k = 1,2 ,...,n, we have ~~(~-l)=u~+C:=,(z-‘)~+jfj~. Substitut- 
ing r~,( z- ‘) in F(Z) and rearranging terms, we obthn 
Zk-l Zm+t 
i 
ok + i 2f-j4k 
k=l j=O 
=2 n+t+m - [p,(z)+z”+“p,(z)], 
where 
n-m 
PobP c z t+k-l+mak + 2 i Zt+k-l-jfik 
k=l k=l j=O 
and 
Zt+k-l+m 
ak* 
k=n-m+l 
After simple calculations we find that 
Plb)= 5 Zi-l+mui+n, 
i= -m+l 
i.e., p,(z)=0 if m=O, and pl(z)=an_m+l+~,_,+,+ ... +~*-‘a,, if 
m E N. We consider now the polynomial pO( z). First, observe that deg P”(X) 
G t + n - 1. We have 
LEMMA 1. For any given polynomial g(z)E R[nl, degg(z)< t + n - 1, 
there exists a sequence 
{fjk)j=O,l,..., t, k=l,Z ,..., n 
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of real numbers such that p,(z) = g(n), where 
n--m 
PobP c 2 ti-k-l+mak+ 5 i Zt+k-l-j$,k 
k=l k=lj=O 
and aI, a 2,. . . ,an_m E R are given. 
Proof Observe that deg(C;Z;“zttkp’+“ak)d t + n-I. Forj= I,2,...,t 
and k=2,3 ,..., n, ktfik=O. Then we have 
Zt+k-l-sk = i Zt-$l + 2 Z'+kpl fOk 
k=lj=O j=O k=2 
= A1 + xflpl,l + . . . + d&l + Zt+‘foz +~“‘“fo3 
+ . . . + Zt+“-lfOn. 
Now, it is easily seen that selecting appropriate real numbers fir, fl_ i, i, . . . , 
folY &I22 fo, , . . . , f&,, we achieve the desired equality pO( z) = g(z). n 
From the lemma above it follows directly that Problem A and Problem B, 
defined in Section 1, are equivalent in an obvious sense. Hence, we shall study 
Problem B. For this, we shall need some well-known results concerning 
symmetric polynomials; see e.g., [4, Chapter IX, 0 21 and [6, Chapter I, 
Section 31. 
Let lR,[x,,x,,..., xk] denote the ring of symmetric polynomials in 
Xi> x s,. . . ,xk with coefficients in R. The simplest elements of the ring 
~s[rr,ra,.‘., xk] are the polynomials 
d,b+~,..., Xk) 4% x; + x; + . . . + x;. 
Here r E N. The polynomial d, is called the sum of rth powers. 
Now, let v(z) E IR [ z] be a polynomial of the form 
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Let sl,sZ,..., sk E C be the zeros of v(z), so that 
The relations 
&&>S2,“‘> Sk) = kv, + v,d,(s,, s,,...,s,)+ . . . 
are well known as Newton’s formulae. These formulae give a direct corre- 
spondence between the coefficients oc, oi,. . . ,vk_ 1 of the polynomial U(Z) 
and sums of rth powers of its zeros si, s2,. . . ,sk. It is important to note that, 
foreveryi=1,2,..., k, the polynomials d,(s,, s2,. . . ,sk), d,(s,, s2,. . . .sk),. . . , 
di(sl> s7_>“‘> sk) are uniquely defined by ok&i, ok-s,. . . ,uk_i. Conversely, the 
coefficients ok-i, ok_2,. . . ,okpi of v(z) are uniquely determined by 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Let us consider Problem B. We have 
j?(z) = Z”+t+m - (co + zcl + . . . + Z”+t-lC”+t_l 
+ Zn+tu”_m+l + Z”+t+1a”_m+2 + . . . + Zn+t+m-‘a,) 
where n E N, m E N,, and the real numbers u~~~+~,u,_,+~,...,u, are 
given. We want to find a number t E N ,, and real numbers c,, ci, . . . , c,, + t _ 1 
such that for every s E C, j?(s) = 0 implies 1~1 < 1. Let S = (~~}~~‘=t;n+~ be a 
symmetric (with respect to the real axis) sequence of n + m + t complex 
numbers which represent all the zeros of the (still unspecified) polynomial 
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p(z). Hence, by Newton’s formulae some constraints on S are imposed. More 
precisely, these constraints can be expressed as the following equalities: 
dl(S1,S2,...,S”+,+t)=W1, 
d2(% s2,.‘.,s,+,+t)=w2, 
d,(sl, sw..,s,+,+t) = wr,,. 
Of course, wr, ws,. . . , w,,, are real numbers uniquely defined (with the aid of 
Newton’s formulae) by the given real numbers ~~_~+i, unpm+s,. . .,a,. 
Conversely, wi, wa, . . . , w,,, define uniquely appropriate coefficients of the 
polynomial f?( 2). 
Now it is an easy matter to verify that Problem B is equivalent to the 
following: For given numbers n E N, m E N,, given a sequence { w,.}F= i, 
w, E Iw, find t E N, and a symmetric (with respect to the real axis) sequence 
s = (Sj};:~+t, sj E C, so that for every j= 1,2,. . . ,n + m + t, lsjl < 1, and for 
every r = 1,2 ,..., m, d,(sl, se ,..., s,+,+,)= w,. By the way, we have shown 
that instead of Problem B (or A) we may concentrate on Problem C defined 
in Section 1. 
3. PROBLEM C HAS A SOLUTION 
We shall use induction on m. For m = 0, ( wr>yC1 is interpreted as the 
empty sequence, and it means that there is nc constraint, of the form 
d,(si> sz>. . . ,s,,+m+t> = w,, on S. Hence we may take (for example) t = 0 and 
si = 82 = . ’ ’ = s, = 0. Now, we may assume that Problem C has a solution 
for some natural number m,. Thus, for given n E N and any given sequence 
{2o,)Zn_ol? w, E [w, we can find a number to E k4, and a symmetric (with 
respect to the real axis) sequence S,, = {s~~}:J;~o+~~, sgi E C, so that for every 
i = 1,2,..., n + m0 + t,,, [soil < 1, and for every r = 1,2,. . . ,m,, dr(sol, so2,. . . , 
SO,n+m,+t,) = w- 
Of special interest for the sequel is the following: 
LEMMA,% Letm,EN,wER begiven;m~mm,+l. ThereexisthEN 
and a symmetric (with respect to the real axis) sequence S, = {s,~$=~, 
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S~,EC,SO thatforeveryi=1,2,..., h,lslil<1andforeveryr=1,2 ,..., mO, 
dr(sll,slz,...>slh ) = 0, whereas dm(sll, s12.. . . ,slh) = w. 
Proof. Let us consider an auxiliary polynomial 
g(z) 4 Z”l - g, 
where g, E [w will be specified later. Let sZ1, sa2,. . . , s2,,, be all the zeros of the 
polynomial g(x). Using Newton’s formulae we get 
and 
d,,(s21, s~~,...,Q~) = mg,. 
Let k 2 min{jE N : [w/j1 < m}, g, p w/km, and 
g(z)A [g(3)]k=j:;“‘-~]k. 
Observe that g(s) = 0 if and only if s”’ = w/km, so that IsJ < 1. Let sli 4 szl 
for i = 1,2,..., k, s~,~s~~ for i=k+l,k+2 ,..., 2k ,..., sllAsSZ,n for i=(m 
-l)k+l,(m-l)k+2,..., mk, h A mk, and S, A (~r~}~=~r. We see im- 
mediately that S, is symmetric (with respect to the real axis), and for every 
i = 1,2,...,mk, (sI1( -c 1. Another simple observation is that for every r = 
1,2 ,..., mO,mO +l, 
But this means that the sequence S, has the properties desired. n 
Let m,, to, and sgi be defined by induction hypothesis. Let m 4 m, + 1 
and {w,}fl, r be determined as for Problem C. Set u) A w, - dm(sol, so2,. . . , 
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~a,~+~,+~~). Let h and sii be given by Lemma 2. Now, let t k n + m, + to + h, 
si=sOi for i=1,2 ,..., n+m,+t,, and s~+,,+,,,+~ =sn for i=1,2 ,..., h. 
From the properties of the sequences S, = {Y~~)~~;~~~‘o and S, = {sii}~= r, and 
also from the definition of the sum of rth powers, we directly deduce that the 
number t just defined and the sequence S g <si}:= i serve as the required 
solution of Problem C. Thus we have proved the following: 
THEOREM. There exist a number t E N, and a sequence S with the 
properties defined by Problem C. 
The equivalence of Problems A, B, C gives also 
COROLLARY. Problems A, B and C have solutions. 
4. AN APPLICATION 
Let us consider a difference equation 
x k+ 1 = Ax, + buk-,,, 
where k E N,, A E Rnx”, b E RnX1, and m E NO. The difference equation 
represents a linear discrete-time system for which the nonnegative integer m is 
a time delay in control action. Such discrete-time system arises [5] if we 
consider a continuous-time system of the form k( t ) = Fx( t ) + gu( t - mh) with 
the “controls” u(a) constant on the intervals [kh,(k + l)h], k E N,. 
It is assumed that the pair (A, b) defining the discrete-time system 
considered is such that A is cyclic and b is a cyclic generator (with respect to 
A) of lRnxl, In other words, controllability of the pair (A, b) is assumed; see 
e.g. [B]. 
The problem we are going to speak about is usually called the stabilizabil- 
ity problem (see e.g. [B]). We shall need the concept of stability for a system 
of the form 
x k+l= c Ajxk-j 
j=O 
where k=N, and, for j=O,l,...,t, Aj~lR”X”. The discrete-time system 
above is defined to be a.sQmptotically stable if for every x_~, X-,,i,.. ., 
x-i, x0 E R” an appropriate solution of the equation xk+i = x&,,AjXk_j has 
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the property limk_m xk = 0. It can be easily shown (see e.g. [2]) that the 
system considered is asymptotically stable if and only if all the zeros of the 
rational function det[ xl - CfiEOz- (“‘+j)A .] lie in the open unit disc in the J 
complex plane. 
The stated problem is as follows: 
PROBLEM D. For the system xk+r = AX, + buk-m [where (A, b) E Rnx” 
x RnXl iscontrollableandmEN,isgiven]findtEN,and(~)l_g,fjEIW1xn, 
so that the “closed loop” system 
x k+l= AX, f i bfjXk_m-j 
j=O 
is asymptotically stable. 
If m = 0, the problem above is well known (see e.g. [l], [3], [7], [8]). For 
m = 1 it has been solved by the author [5]. Taking into account the formula- 
tion of Problem A, the Corollary, and conditions for asymptotic stability, we 
have 
PROPOSITION. There exist a number t E No and a sequence ( fi}$=o, 
jj’ RIX”, such that the “closed loop” system defined by Problem D is 
asymptotically stable. 
We are indebted to Professor M. L. J. Hautus for some suggestions, which 
made OUT considerations in Section 2 shorter than the original. 
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